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A i operator algebra is a uniformly closed algebra of bounded operators on a 
Hilbert space. In this paper we give a characterization of unital operator algebras 
in terms of their matricial norm structure. More precisely if A is an L”-matricially 
norr red space and also an algebra with a completely contractive multiplication and 
an illentity of norm 1, then there is a completely isometric isomorphism of A onto 
a urital operator algebra. Indeed the multiplication on A need not be assumed to 
be associative for this conclusion to follow. Examples are given to show that the 
cone ition on the identity is necessary. It follows from the above that the quotient 
of an operator algebra by a closed two-sided ideal (with the natural matricial 
strul:ture) is again an operator algebra up to complete isometric isomorphism. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1943 Gelfand and Naimark published their theorem abstractly charac- 
terizing self-adjoint subalgebras of B(H), the algebra of bounded operators 
on a H lbert space H. A decade ago the geometrical considerations on the 
Banach space structure of a Banach algebra which imply the algebra is 
bicontiruously isomorphic to an operator algebra (a uniformly closed 
* This .esearch was partially supported by the National Science Foundation 
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subalgebra of B(H) for some Hilbert space H) where extensively studied in 
[27, 4, 5, 24, 251. 
More recently Choi and Effros’ characterization of operator systems [6] 
and Z.-J. Ruan’s characterization of operator spaces [19] has prompted 
the question of characterizing subalgebras of B(H) up to complete 
isometric isomorphism. In Sections 2 and 3 we give such a characterization 
in the presence of an identity of norm 1: namely that the class of operator 
algebras is identical (up to complete isometric isomorphism) with the class 
of L”-matricially normed spaces possessing a completely contractive multi- 
plication. The proof uses a mixture of Hilbert space dilation theory and 
Banach space techniques. A somewhat surprising feature of this charac- 
terization is that the associativity of the completely contractive multiplica- 
tion need not be assumed-it comes for free. As a corollary we strengthen 
a result of B. Cole [29] and others that a quotient of an operator algebra 
by a closed two-sided ideal is again an operator algebra. In the last section 
examples are given which show that the condition on the identity is 
necessary. 
The authors thank W. B. Arveson, E. G. Effros, V. I. Paulsen, and 
M. A. Rieffel for many helpful discussions. 
The basic definitions and notation are now given; see [ 16, 111 for a 
detailed discussion of completely bounded linear operators, and [8, 181 for 
the multilinear case. 
Let M, denote the C*-algebra of n x n matrices over the field of complex 
numbers. If X is a vector space then the space M,(X) of n x n matrices over 
X is naturally a vector space; indeed M,(X) is a bimodule over the ring 
M,. If XE M,(X) and ye M,(X) then x@y denotes the matrix in 
M,+,(X) with x and y in the diagonal blocks (in that order) and zero in 
the off-diagonal blocks. 
Given a Hilbert space H we write H” for the direct sum of n copies of 
H. One obtains a norm 11. Iln on M,(B(H)) via the natural identification of 
M,(B(H)) with B(H”). If X is a subspace of B(H) then M,(X) inherits a 
norm 11. )In via the natural inclusion M,,(X) c M,(B(H)). 
DEFINITION 1.1. An operator space is a subspace of B(H) for some 
Hilbert space H, together with the matrix norms inherited via the natural 
inclusion. A matriciaf operator algebra is a subalgebra of B(H) for some 
Hilbert space H, together with the matrix norms inherited via the natural 
inclusion. 
Note that in neither of the two definitions above are the spaces required 
to be uniformly closed. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let X be a vector space and suppose that there is a 
norm 11. )I,, defined on the vector space M,(X) for each n. We call X (more 
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specific2 lly the pairing (X, 11. /IJ) an L”-matricially normed space (cf. [ 191) 
if the following two conditions hold: 
(13) For each n the space M,(X) is a normed M,-bimodule; i.e., 
ll~xPIIn:~ lbll II-% IIPII for a, BE 4 and XE WW. 
(L”) If x E M,(X) and y E M,(X) then 
llXOYlln+m =max{lIxll., IlYll,>. 
We ni)w define the appropriate morphisms in the category of La’-matri- 
cially normed spaces. Let X and Y be L”-matricially normed spaces and 
suppose T: X + Y is a linear map. For each IZ define a linear map 
Tn: I, -+ M,(Y), 
the n-fo d amplification of T, by 
Tn(Cxijl3 = CWij)l. 
We say that T is completely bounded if the sequence of maps T,, is 
uniform y bounded; in this case we set I] TJI cb equal to sup11 T,ll. If II T(I cb 6 1 
then T s said to be completely contractive. If T-’ exists and T and T-’ 
are eacl completely contractive then T is said to be a complete isometry; 
in this case X and Y are said to be linearly completely isometrically 
isomorF hit. 
Let X, Y, and Z be L”-matricially normed spaces and let T: X x Y + Z 
be a 1in:ar map. For each n define a bilinear map 
Tn: I, x M,(Y) -+ M,(Z), 
the n-fo d amplification of T, by 
Again a e say that T is completely bounded [ 181 if the sequence of maps T,, 
is unifo!.mly bounded, in which case we set II TII rb equal to sup11 TJ. The 
map T is said to be completely contractive if II TII cb < 1. 
It is clear that every operator space is an L”-matricially normed space; 
remarks bly the converse holds too. 
THEO:~EM 1.3 [19]. Let X be an L”-matricially normed space. Then X 
is linear!y completely isometric to some operator space. 
DEFINITION 1.4. An Lm-normed algebra is an L”-matricially normed 
space (K, I(. II,) together with a bilinear map m: X x X -+ X which is 
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completely contractive and associative; in other words m satisfies the two 
conditions 
(CC) Ilm,k ~4, < II-% IIAn for x, Y in W)o, and 
(A) m(m(x, y), z)=m(x, m(y, z)) for x, y, z in X. 
Note that condition (A) implies that X is an algebra with respect o the 
multiplication m. Therefore M,(X) possesses a natural multiplication with 
respect o which it is an algebra, namely the n-fold amplification m, of m. 
In this case condition (CC) is equivalent to the requirement hat M,(X) is 
a normed algebra with respect o the multiplication m,. 
Here we introduce a regrettable notation. We will refer to an algebra 
which may or may not be associative as a pseudo-algebra. The more 
standard term “non-associative algebra” is not used for reasons which will 
soon become apparent. An Lm-normed pseudo-algebra is an L”-matricially 
normed space (X, 11. II,) together with a completely contractive bilinear 
map m: X x X + X. This bilinear map m may or may not be associative, in 
either case it will be called a multiplication on X. An L”-Banach (pseudo-) 
algebra is an Lm-normed (pseudo-) algebra which is complete. A unital 
L”-normed (pseudo-) algebra is a Lm-normed (pseudo-) algebra X 
containing an element e such that llell = 1 and 
m(x, e) = m(e, x)=x 
for each x E X, where m is the multiplication on X. The element e is said 
to be an identity for m; such an element is unique if it exists. 
Note that the conditions (B) and (L”) can be partially relaxed in the 
definition of a unital La-normed (pseudo-) algebra. 
We shall show that for unital LOO-normed pseudo-algebras the 
associativity comes for free. Note that it is easy to find examples of non- 
associative Lm-normed pseudo-algebras with an identity of norm bigger 
than 1. Meanwhile we define a homomorphism of Lm-normed pseudo- 
algebras to be a linear map which preserves the multiplication . If X and 
Y are Lm-normed pseudo-algebras, and if T: X -+ Y is a complete isometry 
and also a homomorphism, then X and Y are said to be completely 
isometrically isomorphic. 
It is clear that a matricial operator algebra is an LcO-normed algebra. It 
is also not difficult to show that any L”-Banach algebra satisfies the condi- 
tion of [27] and is consequently bicontinuously isomorphic to an operator 
algebra. The problem lies in obtaining a “completely” bicontinuous 
isomorphism. In this paper we show that every unital Lm-normed pseudo- 
algebra is completely isometrically isomorphic to a unital matricial 
operator algebra. This gives an abstract characterization of unital matricial 
operator algebras. 
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Let A be a unital La-normed pseudo-algebra, with identity e. Following 
the notation of [3, 1, 221 let 
S,(A) = (4: A + M, linear; il#llcb = 1, $(e) = In}. 
Let H(A ‘) be the real linear span of S,(A). Given a E M,(A) we may define 
three quantities: 
wn(a)= bL(a): 4ES”W 
the nth wmerical range of a, 
y,(a)= sup{ Mm(~)ll: #E XMJ 
the n th numerical radius of a, and 
y(a) = suP{y,(a): n E N > 
the gemralized numerical radius of a. The following is a generalization of 
[22, Th<:orem 4.71. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Zf A is a unital matricial operator algebra then 
y(a)= lj,z(l,for each rnE N and REM,. 
Proof Suppose A is a unital matricial operator algebra acting non- 
degenenttely on a Hilbert space ZZ. For any a = [aii] E M,(A) and E > 0 
there etists an element { = (ii, . . . . [,,,)=E H” with II{]1 = 1 such that 
llallrn - I < Ilaill. Consider H, = span{@,, cj: i,j= 1, . . . . m}. Then H, is a 
finite dinensional subspace of H, say H, = Ck. Let P be the orthogonal 
projection of H onto H,. Define a unital complete contraction 4: A -+ M, 
by 
d(a)=PaIffm. 
Now $ E S,(A) and 
llallm - 8 < llaill = II CPaiplill G IlcL(a)ll G IMIW 
This shows that y(a) = Ilallm. 
2. MULTIPLICATIONS ON UNITAL C*-ALGEBRAS 
We bc gin with a lemma, which is probably well known. This proof is due 
to V. I. Paulsen. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a C*-algebra represented faithfully on a Hilbert 
space H, and suppose m: A x A + A is a completely contractive bilinear map. 
Then there exists a Hilbert space K, a faithful non-degenerate *-representa- 
tion rt: A -+ B(K), and contractions R, S, and T in B(K) such that 
for a, bEA. 
z(m(a, b)) = Rx(a) &(b) T 
Proof Let (x,(A), rc,, H,) be the universal representation of A. The 
bilinear map A x A + z”(A) given by the composition of rc, with m is 
completely contractive, therefore by the Christensen-Sinclair epresentation 
theorem [S] there exist Hilbert spaces K, and KZ, non-degenerate 
*-representations 8 and p of A on K, and K,, respectively, and contractive 
linear maps T: H, + K,, S: K2 + K,, and R: K, + H, such that 
dm(a, 6)) = R&a) Q(b) T 
for each a, b E A. Now suppose I3 and p are (up to unitary equivalence) 
subrepresentations of zn; where rc is a direct sum of c( copies of the universal 
representation. By taking CL to be an infinite cardinal we may ensure that 
clot = ct. Now 
x(m(a, b)) = x,(m(a, b))” = R?(a)’ Sap(b)” T” = R’n(a) S’x(b) T’ 
for some contractions R’, s’, and T’ in B(K), where K is a direct sum of 
c( copies of H,. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a unital C*-algebra, together with the usual 
matricial norms. Suppose A has a multiplication m with identity e with 
respect to which A is a unital Lm-normed pseudo-algebra. Then m(a, 6) = 
ae*b for a, b E A; in particular e is a unitary element of A. 
Proof Suppose A acts non-degenerately on a Hilbert space H. Using 
Lemma 2.1 we may assume without loss of generality that there exist linear 
contractions R, S, and T in B(H) such that 
m(a, b) = RaSbT 
for a. b E A. Since 1 E A it follows that 
1 =m(l, e)= RSeT. 
It is well known that if I’ and W are contractive linear operators on a 
Hilbert space with V* W = I then W is an isometry and V= W. Because R, 
S, e, and T have norm less than or equal to 1 we see 
R* = SeT. 
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Thus 
a = m(a, e) = RaSeT= RaR* 
for each aE A. It is not hard to see that this implies that R*, and conse- 
quently also R, is contained in A’, the commutant of A. For if a E A and 
c E H WC: may write aR*c = R*n + t where <E R*(H)‘. Then 
a[ = RaR*I = RR”n + R< = n. 
Thus att*[ = R*ac since 
IlaR*[ll’= (Ra*aR*S, [) = (a*a[, i) = lla[11* = /R*a[ll’. 
Similarl:) one may see that TE AI. Thus for any a, b E A 
m(a, b)= RaSbT=aRSTb=am(l, lfb. 
It now 10110~s that m(1, l)=e*. 
Rema-k 1. It is not diflicult to prove Theorem 2.2 directly without 
using Lt mma 2. t . 
Rema-k 2. One may conclude directly that a unital P-algebra satisfy- 
ing the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2 is (with respect to the new multiplica- 
tion) co.npletely isometrically isomorphic to a matricial operator algebra. 
Indeed i‘ X is a subspace of some B(H), if Y is a contractive linear operator 
on H su:h that X VX c X, and if m: X x X -+ X is the completely contractive 
bilinear map given by 
4x, Y) = X~Y, 
then with this multiplication X is completely isometrically isomorphic to 
an ope ator algebra. An explicit completeiy isometric isomorphism 
8: X + F! (HZ) is given by 
O(x)= o 
L 
xv x(1 - VV*)“‘2 1 0 . 
CORO -LARY 2.3. Let A be a C*-algebra with identity 1, together with its 
usual rniitri&~al norms. Then there is a unique mu~ti~li~ation with identity 1 
on A wi h respect to which A is an L”-normedpseudo-algebra. 
COROI.LARY 2.4. Let X be a subspace of B(H) for some Hilbert space H, 
together with its usual matricial norms. Suppose there is a multiplication m 
on X with respect to which X is a unital Lw-normed pseudo-algebra, with 
identity the identity 1 of B(H). Then m is associative, and with respect 
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to this multiplication X is completely isometrically isomorphic to a unital 
matricial operator algebra. 
Proof. Since X is an operator space there is [20] a minimal X-projec- 
tion Y of B(H). Note that Y is completely positive since Y( 1) = 1. Let 
A = Y(B(H)) be the injective envelope [20] of X, then A is the range of a 
completely positive projection and is consequently an injective C*-algebra 
[6]. It is not hard to see the matrix norms of A as a C*-algebra are those 
of A as a subspace of B(H). 
Since the multiplication m is completely contractive and A is injective we 
may extend [ 181 m to a pseudo-multiplication m - on A. The map A --f A 
defined by a + m -(a, 1) is a complete contraction which is the identity 
map when restricted to X. Because A is the injective envelope of X it 
follows that m-(a, l)=afor allaEA. Similarlym-(l,a)=l forallaeA. 
Now Corollary 2.3 implies that m - coincides with the usual multiplication 
on A. Thus m is associative and X, with the multiplication m, is a unital 
subalgebra of A. 
3. UNITAL OPERATOR ALGEBRAS 
If the space Xc B(H) does not contain the identity of B(H) we employ 
a different argument. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a unital Lm-normed pseudo-algebra. Then X is 
completely isometrically isomorphic to a unital matricial operator algebra. 
Proof. Let X be a unital La’-normed pseudo-algebra with multiplica- 
tion m and identity e. By Theorem 1.3 we may assume that X is a subspace 
of B(H) for some Hilbert space H. By the extension theorem of Paulsen 
and Smith [18] m extends to a completely contractive bilinear map 
m - : B(H) x B(H) + B(H). By Lemma 2.1 we may assume without loss of 
generality that 
m - (a, b) = RaSbT 
for a, b E B(H), by changing the Hilbert space H. 
We now adjust the representation by using a Banach limit [9] in the 
BW-topology [16] to construct a completely positive operator. This is 
used to obtain a new representation of the space X and a bridging 
isometry. There is an analogy between this part of the proof and the proofs 
of Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 4.3 of [7]. Let Y: B(H) + B(H) be the 
completely positive map defined by 
Y(-)= T*.T. 
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Let YJv’” be the n-fold composition of ‘v with itself. Define an operator 
@: B(H) + B(H) by 
for a E B(H) and [, q E H, where LIM is a Banach limit on l*. A straight- 
forward calculation shows that rP is a completely positive projection. Now 
if x, ye w,(X) then 
Wk)) ( t Y)*m (x Yf) n m, x9 
= (T*QZJ*+; y:(S*QzJx*(R*QzJ 
x (ROZ,)x(SQI,) y(TQL)k+’ 
< ~~x~~2(~*Qz~)k+’ y*y(TQzJk+ 
= 1/412 (@k+‘9nfY*YL 
and thu!. 
Similarl!, 
@,h(x, y)* m,(x, Y)) G l/xl12 @kv*Y), 6) 
y*y=m,(eQL, Y)* mn(eQZnl Y) 
<(T*@z,) y*y(TQz,) 
= v7,(Y*.vf, 
and hen:e inductively for k = 1, 2, .,. we have 
Y*YG wck9,(Y*Y). 
Thus it s clear that 
Y*YG@n(Y*Y)* (ii) 
Let X OH have the semi-inner product induced by the completely 
positive operator @: B(H) + B(H) in the usual way (as in Arveson’s proof 
of Stine~pring’s Theorem [ 1, 16, 211): 
(XOi> YQrl) = (@P(Y*x)i, r> 
for all .x, YE X and <, Q E H, where (.,.) is the inner product in H. The 
quotient of X @ H by the subspace (~4 EX @ H: (u, u> = O> is naturally an 
inner product space, let K denote its completion. We abuse notation by 
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writing XQ c for the coset in K containing the element XQ 5 of X Q H. If 
x, y,, Y,, . . . . y,,eX and il, X2, . . . . L,E H then 
Ilzim(x, Yi)Oiil12=Cl,j(~(m(x, yj)* m(x, yi)) ii, Cl> 
= (@,k%z(xQZn, Y)* m,(xQZn, Y)K 0, 
where y in M,(X) has first column y,, y,, . . . . yn and is zero otherwise, and 
c = (cl, 12, . . . . in)= E H”. Inequality (i) implies that 
This permits the definition of a continuous linear operator 0 from X into 
B(K) by 
Q(x)(aQ i) = m(x, a) 0 i 
for a, XE X and [E H. Indeed the matricial counterpart of the above 
inequality shows that 8 is completely contractive. If m is associative then 8 
is an algebra homomorphism. 
Now let x = (xii) E M,(X) and let [ = (cl, c2, . . . . [,)= E H”. Define eQ i to 
be (eQC,, eQi2, . . . . e Q {n)T E K”. Using (ii) we see 
Il~,(x)W3 1)ll* = ~ill~j@xij)(e@ ijIll* 
=Ci,l,k(m(xij, e)Q[j, m(x,, e)Oik) 
= zi, j,k <XvQ Cj, xik Q <k > 
= Ci,,j,k <@(x$xij)ij, ik > 
= <@),(x*x)i, i> 
= llxil12. 
Since lleQ~l[ < ]I[11 it follows that IlO,(x)ll > IIxII, which shows that 0 is a 
complete isometry. 
Now O(X) is a subspace of B(K) containing the identity map on K, by 
Corollary 2.4 and the injectivity of 8 we may conclude that m is associative. 
This in turn shows that 8 is a unital algebra homomorphism and completes 
the proof. 
Remark 1. Theorem 3.1 may be proven without recourse to 
Lemma 2.1. If X is an operator space contained in some B(H) and 
m: Xx X+X is completely contractive we may [18] write m(x y) = 
RB(x)Sp(y) T, where 0 and p are *-representations of B(H). Let rc be some 
faithful *-representation of B(H) containing 8 and p as subrepresentations 
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(for inslance if la(H) is the identity representation of B(H) then setting rr 
equal to @OP @ IBjHj g ives such a representation). Now 
?T(m(x, y)) = n(R’x(x) s171( y) T’) 
for som: new operators R’, S’ T’. Without loss of generality we may 
identify X with n(X), and t.~ with xorn. Thus we may assume that 
m(.x, -y) = n(RxSyT) for some Hilbert space K, some faithful *-representa- 
tion n (If B(K) on H, and some contractive linear operators R: H-P K, 
S: H + ~1 and T: K+ H. Now let E B(H) -+ B(H) be the completely 
positive map defined by ul( .) = n( T* . T) and proceed as before. 
Remark 2. In work in the seventies on characterizations of operator 
algebras attention was focused on the hypothesis that the product on the 
algebra may be lifted as a continuous bilinear operator to various Banach 
space te rsor products of the algebra to itself. One of the conclusions of this 
study was that there is no single tensor norm that characterizes the class 
of operator algebras [S, p. 2461. We have seen that the situation is different 
in the c ass of operator spaces and completely contractive maps provided 
attention is restricted to unital algebras. In the operator space setting the 
Haagert p tensor product essentially characterizes unital matricial operator 
algebras That is, an L”-matricially normed space is a unital matricial 
operatol algebra if and only if the unital product induces a completely 
contractive linear operator from the Haagerup tensor product into the 
algebra. There is an infinite sequence of tensor products in the operator 
space setting, one at each M,(X) level, so this ties in with the discussion 
contained in [S]. 
We note in passing [2] that the Haagerup tensor product of two infinite 
dimensional C*-algebras with either of the natural products (given by 
(a@b)(c*@d) = ac@ bd or (a@b)(cOd) = ac@db) is not even bicon- 
tinuousli isomorphic to an operator algebra. However, with the natural 
product (a@ b)(c@ d) = ac@ db the Haagerup tensor product of two 
operator algebras is isometrically isomorphic to a subalgebra of some 
BMW:. 
We recall that if X is an operator space and Y is a closed subspace of 
X then the quotient X/Y, together with the matricial norms obtained from 
the identi~cation of am with ~~(X)/~~(Y), is an operator space 
[ 193. The following result, which strengthens a theorem proven by B. Cole 
(among others) [29], is very well known for self-adjoint operator algebras, 
but seen s not to be known in the non-self-adjoint case. 
COROI LARY 3.2. The quotient of a matricio~ operator algebra by a closed 
two sided ideal is a matrieia~ operator algebra. 
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Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that the algebra 
contains an identity of norm 1. The result now follows directly from 
Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 3.1 together with a Vidav-Palmer type theorem [3] will allow 
a characterization of C*-algebras which does not assume associativity. For 
instance Moore’s characterization of C*-algebras [ 131 gives the following 
characterization in terms of the space H(A’) defined earlier. 
COROLLARY 3.3. A unital L”-Banach pseudo-algebra A for which 
H(A’) n iH(A’) = (0) is a C*-algebra. 
4. THE NON-UNITAL CASE 
It is not hard to show that if A is an LOD-normed algebra then there is 
a completely bounded monomorphism, whose inverse is also completely 
bounded, into an Lm-normed algebra with an identity of norm bigger than 
1. However, the situation seems to be more complicated in the case when 
there is not identity of norm one for the multiplication. The following 
examples illustrate this point. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let X be an L”-matricially normed space and let f be a 
continuous linear functional on X with 11 f 11 = 1. Define a multiplication m 
on X by 
for all x, y E X; it is easily seen that m is associative and completely con- 
tractive. If X is not one dimensional then this algebra has no identity. If X 
is the two dimensional 1” space, and if f(Al, A,) = Ai, then there is no 
isometric isomorphism 0: X -+ B(H). For if there were, and if 0( 1,0) = P 
and 19(0, 1) = T, then P is a contractive idempotent and consequently 
an orthogonal projection onto a subspace of H. The relations PT= T 
and T’=TP=O imply that II~,P+1,TII={I1112+l1212}1’2, which is a 
contradiction. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let n be a positive integer or co, and let M, be the space 
of bounded operators on the Hilbert space C”. With respect to the usual 
basis of @” we regard elements in M, as infinite matrices. Consider the 
Banach algebra [26,27] M, with the Schur product o (given by 
a o b = [avbii]). This algebra has an identity if n < co. There is no 
isometric homomorphism 8 of the algebra into some B(H), for if there 
were, and if eq are the matrix units, then 0(e,) is a sequence of mutually 
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orthogo la1 projections on H. This implies that [lx/l = max{ lxiil } for x in 
M,, wh ch is a contradiction if 12 > 1. 
However, the Schur product is completely contractive (note that this 
does not contradict [ 17, Theorem 3.21). If x= [xii] and y = [yli] are in 
M,(M, 1 then writing o, for the m-fold amplification of o we see 
llxomJ41m= IIC~!fxikoYkjlijIIm 
= IICCCkXij(P3 4)Ykj(P2 ~)lpylijllmxn 
= IICCCkXik(P9 4)Ykj(P9 ~)lijlpyllmxn 
doing tt e canonical shuffle [ 16, p. 973 identifying M,(M,) with M,(M,). 
The last matrix is a square submatrix of [x(p, q) y(r, s)]~,,,~,(,,,) in 
MAM,,); therefore Ilxo,~ll,d IIxIl,Il~ll,. 
These last examples suggest hat the absence of a completely isometric 
homomorphism into B(H) is attributable to the lack of an identity of norm 
1. Howc,ver, in the first example, and in the second example in the case 
n < 00, it is easy to construct completely bounded monomorphisms whose 
inverse is also completely bounded. We have attempted without success to 
find a ‘?:ompletely bounded” characterization of general matricial operator 
algebras. Given an L”-Banach algebra A one can mimic the construction 
in [27] to obtain a completely contractive homomorphism from a concrete 
operato]’ algebra onto A; on taking the quotient one obtains a completely 
contract ive monomorphism whose inverse is bounded. It seems that an 
operato]. space version of the open mapping theorem is needed to complete 
the argument. 
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